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below you will find the most recent driver available for the lifeview tv tuner, if you
have problems installing the driver using these instructions, please follow the

installation instructions below. click the link below and press ctrl-a to select all of
the text inside the link and copy it. return to this page and open the file

(filename.exe) click save when prompted if you can't see any of the search results,
then you need to install the right tv tuner driver for your device. we do not offer

any support for this sort of hardware, please contact the manufacturer for support.
if you are running 32-bit windows, we have included the driver provided below for
your convenience, however this driver will not support any of the recent tv tuner

devices from philips. there are no plans to update this driver at this time. if you are
running 64-bit windows, we have provided the 64-bit driver below for your

convenience. this driver is compatible with all of the newest tv tuner devices from
philips. there are no plans to update this driver at this time. lifeview tv tuner errors

can be rooted in an outdated or corrupted device driver. when the operating
system that your device depends on gets an update, drivers can suddenly stop
working with it. the good news is that the tv tuner system driver can always be

modified to solve the laptop dilemma. need help with my tv tuner card it is philips
pci 7130 and it used to work fine but now it doesn't work when i try to install the

driver it says that the driver isn't compatible with my system, i also tried to
download the old driver but it didn't work either, please help i need to use my tv

tuner card for my school work.

Lifeview Wdm Tv Tuner Driver Download

applications that use tv tuner hardware must install device drivers. if your install is
missing the tv tuner drivers, plug in the tv tuner card and double click the xxx.inf
file (where xxx is the file extension.) this will install the missing drivers for your tv

tuner hardware. sometimes applications use these devices with a very specific
method of installation. to install your tv tuner drivers in those special cases you

will use the dedicated program for the device. driverguide is a free system utility
designed to help you find and download the latest drivers for your pc. driverguide
currently contains over 34'000 driver files from the manufacturer. when you install

a new driver using driverguide, a new device manager folder will be created
containing a device manager, for every device which your new drivers support.
these device manager folders can be used to manually install or uninstall the

drivers. to install the drivers, simply close all other apps or programs and double
click the xxx.inf file where xxx is the file extension. this will install the missing

drivers for your tv tuner hardware. you will also see in the hardware devices in the
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lower left corner that new drivers have been installed. if not, then the drivers are
not installed. i have lost my philips pci7130 tv tuner card video capture driver and
software but i could not found it to download from internet and get timeless. really
i am very unhappy due to unable my target so please kindly send the said driver

and software to my e-mail: [emailprotected]. thank you. once you have
downloaded your new driver, you'll need to install it. in windows, use a built-in

utility called device manager, which allows you to see all of the devices recognized
by your system, and the drivers associated with them. 5ec8ef588b
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